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Stock#:
Map Maker: Schenk
Date:
Place:
Color:
Condition:
Size:

1700
Amsterdam
Hand Colored
VG
23 x 18.5 inches

Price:

$1,400.00

Description:
A scarce Pieter Schenk map of Poland, which is attributed to an earlier map published by Sanson. The map
extends to the Black Sea and Vienna in the south and to Estonia in the north. The work is a prime example
of Schenk's strong engraving style, notable in the shading of the cartouche.
Intricate and attractive detail is portrayed in this map. The dense cities of Poland, Silesia, and Hungary in
the west give way to large swaths of forest in the north and east. All the major rivers of the region are
shown. Many regions are named including "Livonie," "Curland," "Lithuanie," "Moscovie," and more.
The map includes a decorative cartouche in the upper right, apparently showing a scene representative of
the region. A slain fox shows the rich fur industry of the area. The wheat and child carrying a sickle may
represent the large wheat production in Prussia and surrounding regions. Other inclusions, such as the
beehive, are harder to justify, though the old man is wearing distinctly Eastern European clothes of the
time, and carrying a sword which looks more eastern than western.
This map was made at the start of the Great Northern War. Lithuania and Poland had been joined for over
a century as part of their second commonwealth, but both countries had recently been weakened by
several revolts. The Great Northern War would further ravage the countries due to the early Swedish
victories. Even though Poland and Lithuania helped win this war in the end, the weakening of Sweden and
the rise of Prussia and Russia would lead to their downfall.
The map is scarce on the market.
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Detailed Condition:
Attractive original hand-color. Repaired damage along centerfold in bottom.
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